Solid-state quantum emitters, such as articially engineered quantum dots or naturally occurring defects in solids, are being investigated for applications ranging from quantum information science and optoelectronics to biomedical imaging. Recently, these same systems have also been studied from the perspective of nanoscale metrology. In this letter we study the near-eld optical properties of a diamond nanocrystal hosting a single nitrogen vacancy center. We nd that the nitrogen vacancy center is a sensitive probe of the surrounding electromagnetic mode structure. We exploit this sensitivity to demonstrate nanoscale uorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) with a single nitrogen vacancy center by imaging the local density of states of an optical antenna.
FLIM of a nanoscale optical antenna 35 with a single NV center.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The top panel of Fig. 1a presents an illustration of the FLIM concept. In the rst modality a single quantum system (the probe) is axed to the vertex of a nanoscale tip and a sample to be interrogated (the object) is scanned in close proximity to the emitter. The object perturbs the local environment of the probe and modies its excited state dynamics that can be recorded as a function of the object's x-y coordinates to build an image. A second approach, followed in the present work, is to x the probe in space, see bottom panel of 36 for a discussion of the tip). The tip can be scanned independently of the sample in x-y-z. Either a continuous wave or pulsed 532-nm light sources was used to excite the NV center. Prior to the objective the excitation beam is prepared in either radial or linear polarization. The resultant uorescence is directed to either a spectrometer, a single avalanche photodiode (APD) for imaging (both far-and near-eld uorescence images) and lifetime measurements or to a pair of APDs for measurement of the intensity autocorrelation function. All measurements reported are done well below the saturation power of the NV center with the Ag tip contributing a background of ∼4 kHz (see Supporting Information Fig. S5 ). (7). In all crystals studied we measured on average an order of magnitude uorescence enhancement (9.7± 2.6). Not included in this average is the maximum uorescence enhancement we observed which was ∼17 (see Supporting Information Fig. S1 ).
In comparing the two near-eld images in 
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The comparable resolution of the near-eld uorescence and topography in Fig. 2c ,d is in agreement with this theory. However, the hot spots in Fig. 2f seems to be in conict with this model.
There are several possible explanations that could resolve this inconsistency. For example a double tip would manifest itself as two locations of increased uorescence in the near-eld image. We rule this out since the corresponding topography map (Fig. 2f ) does not exhibit a similar inhomogeneity (the outline of the crystal topography is the closed white curve in Fig. 2f ). The vertical cross-section through Fig. 2g (yellow inset) shows a small topographic bump on top of the crystal. However, this was not present in the reverse scan-direction and is likely due to noise in the feedback-loop. A second cause is that for certain tip-crystal positions more light is scattered by the tip to the bucket APD detector. To eliminate this possibility we performed lifetime linecuts across the diamond and observed that the total decay rate is locally increased at the hot spots (see Supporting Information Fig. S4 ). This indicates that the excited state dynamics at the hot spots are dierent.
An alternative explanation is that the diamond nanocrystal and tip behaves as a dielectric and a metallic antenna. The appearance of the local hot spots then is a manifestation of specic tip-crystal congurations in which the combined eect of the tip and crystal antennas is to increase the LDOS and decrease the transition lifetime. These arrangements depend on the exact geometry of the tip and crystal and the same crystal will interact dierently with tips exhibiting dierent geometries. This argument can be framed exactly in terms of the partial LDOS (pLDOS), where the pLDOS is the electromagnetic mode density projected onto a particular dipole orientation. Mathematically the pLDOS can be expressed as,
where G(r 0 , r 0 ; ω 0 ) is the Green's dyadic evaluated at the dipole location r 0 andn is a unit vector parallel to the emitter's transition dipole.
Note for a NV center Equation 1 is further
complicated by the presence of 2 orthogonal emission dipoles. Given that the diamond crystal can have a complicated and asymmetric shape, the position of the tip relative to the diamond crystal will determine the structure of the pLDOS probed by the NV center. Compared to an emitter without a host material, such as a single molecule, the diamond crystal adds considerable complications to interpreting the pLDOS measurement of an object.
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With an understanding of the near-eld optical properties of the NV center we next study and without a proximal optical antenna (the top row in Fig. 3 correspond to NV1/tip1 and the bottom row are from NV2/tip3). In each Fig. 3a and 3b the tip reduces the NV center lifetime by a factor of ∼3 (Fig. 3a . from 13 to 6 ns and lifetimes for a x-linecut through the images in Fig. 3c and Fig. 3d . (b) Near-eld uorescence count rates and corresponding lifetimes for a y-linecut through the images in Fig. 3c and presented in Fig. 3e (Fig. 3f ) .
To illustrate the potential resolving power of the FLIM technique Fig. 4 presents x-, yand z-linecuts of both the FLIM and near-eld image of Figs. 3c and 3d (NV1/tip1). In the x-direction (y-direction) we nd both approaches result in a full-width at half-maximum for the linecut of ∼100 nm (∼100 nm). We emphasize that the notion of resolution is complicated by the tip-crystal interaction, but one could imagine tailored nanocrystal geometries designed to exhibit responses that are better resolved than the length scale that characterizes the diamond crystal size. To complement the previous linecuts a nal data set was recorded as the tip was retracted from the diamond nanocrystal. The measured decay length in this instance was ∼10 nm. Combining the linecuts in the three perpendicular directions, the LDOS is probed in a volume corresponding to 100 x 100 x 10 nm 3 . Based on the lack of uorescence quenching in Figs. 4c and in a previous near-eld uorescence study using pyramid tips, 36 we conclude that the observed uorescence enhancement is a combination of the radiative rate increasing and more ecient excitation of the NV center (see the last section of Supporting Information for a further discussion of this point).
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion we have demonstrated that the NV center optical transition is a sensitive probe of the local electromagnetic mode structure. We observed an order of magnitude increase in the NV center uorescence and measured reduction in lifetimes of ∼3. Additionally, the ability to resolve uorescence from the NV center in the presence of an optical antenna suggests it should be possible to realize a scanning probe instrument to measure LDOS that axes the diamond nanocrystal to the vertex of an optical antenna. However, the diamond nanocrystal introduces challenges in interpreting the LDOS measurements, due to the additional structure and inhomogenaity, discussed above, and the variations in quantum yield.
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The attractiveness of the NV center for LDOS imaging is that it could be used simultaneously to measure local electric and magnetic elds realizing a probe that could provide a wealth of nanoscale information in the vicinity of either target nanophotonic devices or biological material.
METHODS
The diamond nanocrystals were obtained from Academia Sinica/Adamas. Single crystal samples on glass were prepared by rst sonicating a dilution of diamond nanocrystals and then spin coating onto the glass substrate. The Ag tips were prepared as in Ref.
36 with an additional photolithography step. To avoid oxidation, the Ag tips were kept in their silicon template until just before use. The laser excitations were a continuous wave 532-nm Coherent Compass and pulsed 100-ps 532-nm Picoquant. A single Perkin-Elmer avalanche photodiode was used for uorescence images and lifetime images and a pair of APDs were used for intensity autocorrelation measurements. All correlations were done electronically with ORTEC nuclear instrument modules. The optical antenna was mounted onto quartz tuning fork on a homemade shear-force scan head and controlled by RHK electronics.
